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ABSTRACT

Agile software methodologies have been established and evolving since the early 1990s. Due to their short development cycle, agile software processes emphasize on rapid delivery of software. Consequently, inadequate time is spent on design and other aspects of the software reliability concerns. In this research paper, one of the most widely used agile methodology Scrum is further explored; to overcome the software reliability challenges. The primary objective of this work is to propose a new model for Scrum, by adding reliability engineering practices to achieve a reliable software system. Moreover, data collected from the software industry, Scrum experts have helped us evolve the proposed integration; it has enhanced the overall validity of this integration, as the feedback from industry experts have also been incorporated. The overall result indicated after integration that, it also has a positive impact on cost and time of developing software. This research has opened new doors to extend our work in the agile community and reliability engineering practices that can ultimately succeed in building high-quality, reliable applications.
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INTRODUCTION

The origins of agile methodologies have connected with the concepts of iterative and incremental development. Traditional development methodologies have surpassed through the partition of planning, execution and revision phases into smaller iterative cycles, and endorsing practical and measurable outputs at the end of each iteration cycle ¹. Scrum model is an agile methodology that to manage development projects through an iterative and incremental method ², ³, ⁹. Scrum system development has several technical and environmental variables like the variation in technology, period, and changes in requirements in each process⁴. This enables the development process towards more complicated, and changeable for system development ⁷. Because of such variations, Scrum can deliver a highly acceptable system to its users ⁸. In the meanwhile, a
major problem for Scrum developers in a changing environment is that seemingly small changes can ripple throughout the system to cause major unintended impacts elsewhere. Software developers need mechanisms to understand how a change to a software system will affect the rest of the system. For successful operational software, software reliability plays an important role. Software reliability is defined as the probability that a system or a capability of a system is continued to function without failure for specific periods in a specified environment. Scrum process model, has lacked support for software reliability concerns in detail such as, (i) system definition for reliability and defining its failures, (ii) calculating the user stories probabilities and their occurrence rate, (iii) reliability strategies in a system, (iv) identifying critical user stories in a system and (v) tracking reliability growth. It suggests the applicability of software reliability in the Scrum process model through a proposed model to resolve reliability related issues.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, background and related work are described. In Section 3, research methodology is presented. Section 4 gives the details of the proposed model, which integrates Scrum development model with reliability engineering phases. Section 5 presents a data collection and analysis. Section 6 presents a discussion of the results of surveys and interviews conducted with Scrum practitioners in industry. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives pointers to future work.

**BACKGROUND**

In this section, we introduce the existing Scrum model and explain the need for reliability engineering practice.

**Existing Scrum process model**

Scrum introduces the concept of sprint that represents an iteration in a time-boxed development cycle with a duration of two weeks to one month. The core of Scrum is comprised of a set of sprints that delivers a working software at the end of each sprint. Sprint usually extends from one to four weeks. Also, it defines three roles (Scrum master, product owner, and Scrum team), two artifacts (product backlog, sprint backlog). Moreover, Scrum process holds a couple of meetings to enhance communication. Backlog refinement meeting defines the initial items of the product backlog. Sprint planning meeting defines the goals for the next upcoming sprint. A daily Scrum meeting is also carried out during a sprint, for issues discussion and collaboration.

In the meanwhile, the main issue for Scrum developers in a very dynamical atmosphere is that appearing little changes will ripple effect throughout the system to cause significant unplanned impacts elsewhere. Scrum developers need mechanisms to understand how a change to a software system will affect the rest of the system. The software reliability concerns play a vital role in handling these changes. The Scrum process model lacks the support to manage software reliability concerns in detail such as; system definition for reliability and defining its failures, calculating the user stories probabilities and their occurrence rate and tracking reliability growth. Lack of this software reliability concerns further maximizes the maintenance issues in the Scrum process model. Over the life of a software system, the software maintenance effort has been estimated to be more than 50% of the total life-cycle cost. Software maintenance is an expensive process where existing software has modified for a variety of reasons, including correcting errors, adapting to different data or processing environments, enhancing to add functionality, and altering to improve efficiency. As software evolves, the task of maintaining it becomes more complicated and more expensive. The software maintenance process can only be optimized if the precise and unambiguous information is available about the potential ripple effects of change on an existing system.

**The need for Reliability Engineering**

The process of Software Reliability Engineering (SRE) comprises of six phases. These are described as, (i) define the product, (ii) applying operational profiles, (iii) preparing for the test, (iv) executing the test, (v) engineering the just right reliability and (vi) guide test. Using SRE, these phases throughout in an iterative Scrum development process helps software development teams to deliver highly reliable software applications.

The Scrum process model lacks the supports of Software reliability concerns. These reliability concerns are (i) system definition for reliability and defining its failures in an early phase of the Scrum process model. The definition of these features in the early phase of Scrum process model increase system reliability, because
Scrum developers can easily judge the reliability of the system during testing. (ii) Calculating the user stories probabilities and their occurrence rate. The scrum process model provides backlogs to list project features, but it does not provide any ways to calculate the user stories probabilities and their occurrence rate in a system. If the probability of the occurrence rate of these user stories is included with the product and sprint backlogs phase, this can help the Scrum team during the planning and development of a system. (iii) The scrum process model lacks the ability to make Reliability Strategies for a project. SRE practices establish Reliability Strategies to deal with FIO (Failure Intensity Objectives)\textsuperscript{13}. FIO, having a quantifiable definition of reliability. It is the key to being able to measure and track reliability during testing as a means of helping decide if you have reached that sweet spot in testing not too early or not too late. When it is time to release your product. Integration of software reliability strategies in a sprint-planning meeting, increase the overall reliability of a system. (iv) The most critical user stories in a sprint execution are not handled in detail with respect to reliability concerns in a current Scrum process model. That may cause system failure. The software reliability engineering is identified most critical user stories and system failure operations. The integration of these features can also classify proper actions to decrease the outcome of these failures in a Scrum process model\textsuperscript{14}. (v) Tracking reliability growth graph misses in the scrum process model. SRE offers to track reliability growth graph, in the form of Guide test. FIO is plotted on the graph against time to evaluate failure rates and perform according to actions to improve software reliability of the current release in a Scrum process model\textsuperscript{13, 15}.

The literature analysis elaborated confront problems in Scrum and benefits offered by Software Reliability Engineering builds a case for integration for both. The main idea is to integrate reliability-engineering practices in a lightweight manner to Scrum process model with the expectation to improve reliability in a software system.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

The research methodology consisted of the six major steps: (1) Literature review, (2) Integration of reliability concerns in Scrum, (3) Questionnaire design, (4) Data collection and analysis, (5) Revision in the proposed integration. The flow diagram of the methodology is given in figure 1.

![Flow Diagram of Research Methodology](image)

**Figure. 1. Flow Diagram of Research Methodology**

In the first phase, literature review, we explored research articles, books, and reports dealing with Scrum and software reliability concerns. The search strategy included electronic databases and manual searches of journal and conference proceedings. The following electronic databases were used; (IEEE, ACM, Elsevier, Science, Google Scholar and Springer). We searched the databases using the search terms listed in Table I. Category 1 has more keywords and showed many variations of the same term “Use of Scrum Practices.” All these search items were combined by using the Boolean “AND” operator, which entails that an article that focuses on both Scrum and Software Reliability Concerns is retrieved. That is, we searched every possible combination of one item from Category Type 1 AND Category Type 2. The search excluded articles that address editorials, prefaces, discussion comments, news, and summaries of tutorials, workshops, panels and poster sessions. We only searched for papers that are written in English and available online.

We could not able to find any publication that is directly dealing with reliability engineering concerns in the context of the Scrum process model.
The second phase, integration of reliability concerns in Scrum, consists of two steps, including (1) Analysis and (2) integration. In the analysed step, we examined in depth the Scrum process model and software reliability concerns. Our goal was to integrate the reliability concerns in the Scrum process model. For this purpose, firstly we identified the Scrum practices that impact the reliability of the application. We found six Scrum practices. Secondly, we analyzed SRE model and identified the suitable SRE phases for integrating with Scrum practices to mitigate reliability concerns. In the second step, we integrated the SRE concerns into the Scrum process model.

In the third phase, industrial survey, we developed a semi-structured questionnaire. Our goal was to obtain feedback from IT industry regarding extended Scrum model developed during the second phase. The purpose of the questionnaire was to check the practical applicability of SRE and Scrum process model integration in the industry. By conducting this survey, the proposed integration was being evaluated by the industry experts.

In the fourth phase, result evaluation collected data from industry analysis through interviews and questionnaires is listed for analyzing reliability concerning Scrum. For evaluating the result, the chi-square test has been analyzed in the questionnaire responses. The chi-square test for responses has been analyzed by using the IBM SPSS 19. The combined mean, standard deviation, and variance have been analyzed. The frequency of response is also discussed in detail with valuable suggestions. In the fifth phase, revision of proposed integration was done. The change was based on the feedback by the industry experts, identification of gaps in the existing model and analysis of the overall feedback given by the people working on real-life industry problems.

Proposed Extended Scrum Model using SRE:

In this section, we present the Extended Scrum Model using reliability concerns. We developed this model by integrating SRE concerns into the Scrum process model. For integrating software reliability concerns in the current Scrum process model, we identified suitable areas for incorporating them. These areas have been carefully determined to keep in view activities performed by Scrum teams and will add value with respect to software reliability concerns. The resultant extended model is presented in Figure 2. The model consists of six phases with integrated SRE concerns. Activities highlighted with a green color (Scrum Reliability Integration [SRI-1, SRI-2, SRI-3 SRI-4 SRI-5 and SRI-6]) are those activities that we integrated with the Scrum process model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Search terms used in the review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2. Integration of Reliability Concern in Scrum Process Model](image-url)

Below we explain reliability concerns in Scrum process model in detail.
SRI-1.

SRI-1 integrates ‘Define Product’ phase of reliability engineering with the planning phase of Scrum. In Scrum Planning phase, system reliability and the acceptance level of system failure is not explicitly defined. Therefore, it is difficult to judge the reliability of the system during testing. We have tackled this problem by integrating ‘Define Product’ phase of SRE with Scrum Planning phase. The ‘Define Product’ phase, in the Scrum process model, uses system definition for reliability and defining its failures.

SRI-2 and SRI-4.

SRI-2 integrates Operational Profiles with a Product Backlog, and SRI-4 integrates Operational Profiles with Sprint Backlog. During the planning and development time in the Scrum process model, product and sprint backlogs are generated that contains the product features lists. The Scrum process model lacks support to calculate failure probabilities of user stories in product backlog and sprint backlogs. Integration of ‘Implementing operational profile’ phase, of SRE in product and sprint backlog phase resolves this issue. The concept of operational profile helps in developing user stories along with their probabilities of occurrence rate. Implementing operational profiles in the product and sprint backlog phase is also helpful in optimizing development and testing resources.

SRI-3.

SRI-3 integrates Engineering Just Right Reliability with Sprint Planning Meeting. During the sprint planning meeting, selective functions are picked for development with a development strategy on how to build the sprint.

The Scrum process model lacks the ability to properly identify reliability strategies during the sprint meeting. SRE evaluates reliability measures in ‘Just Right Reliability’ phase. In ‘Just Right Reliability’ phase of SRE establishes Reliability Strategies to analyze and calculate FIO (Failure Intensity Objectives). As a project proceeds in Scrum, the obtained operational profile list can help to set failure intensity objectives. The obtained FIO can assist in defining reliability strategies, which can reduce overall system time and cost of a project.

SRI-5

SRI-5 is the integration of Prepare for Test and Execute Test with Sprint Development. Each sprint in Scrum follows Develop, Wrap, Review and Adjust cycle. Scrum creates user stories, test cases and executes test cases. During the Develop phase of this cycle, user stores are tested. To address critical user stories regarding system failure, Scrum team can incorporate ‘Prepare for Test’ and ‘Execute Test’ from SRE. Test cases can be prepared and executed for most critical user stories listed under the operational profile in a product backlog and sprint backlog. During the review phase of Scrum development teams and management, people meet and review work completed. New test cases can be added to meet failure intensity objectives.

SRI-6.

SRI-6 integrates Guide Tests with Sprint Review and Shipment. If the Scrum process model applies reliability measures, it needs visibility on tracking reliability increase or decrease. This feature is offered in the form of Guide Test. During the closure phase, a software increment is released is to the customer. Here SRE ‘Guide Test’ can play a vital role in helping in tracking reliability growth, rehearsing the acceptance test and acceptance or rejection of the release. Failure intensity and failure intensity objectives ratios (FI/FIO) are plotted on a graph against time to evaluate failure rates and comments to perform improvement actions are made during guide test.

Data Collection and Analysis:

A comprehensive survey of industry professionals was conducted during this study to strengthen our research. The purpose of the survey was to discuss the proposed integration in Scrum process and get the valuable feedback from the industry experts. The facts collected from the survey helped us to incorporate the software reliability with the current Scrum process model and the overall quality of the proposed model was improved. The focus of most of the questions asked in the survey was to judge the impact of integration on the Scrum process model using reliability engineering concerns on overall system cost and time.

Survey Participants

We selected professionals from 20 different organizations who are currently using the Scrum process model in their projects. The participants were asked to share their experiences in implementing Scrum process model using software reliability concerns. The 13-survey
participant belongs to web domain; five belong to ERP and two belong to the desktop application. The participants of this study included Scrum masters, Product owners. The role of each person is shown in the Figure. 3. Names of companies are not disclosed to keep their privacy.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we will discuss the findings of the survey, analyze them and identify the gaps in our proposed addition to the Scrum process. For ease of analysis and interpretation the questions were classified into two categories, namely, time (T) and cost (C), description of each category is given below.

T: Purpose of this category was to identify the impact of software reliability concerns integrated into Scrum on time to market.

C: Purpose of this category was to identify the impact of adding in the Scrum process on the overall cost of the project.

Questions asked responses received, findings and analysis are given in the following sections (6.1 to 6.2) of the paper.

T1. What impacts on the delivery of the product, when requirements are decomposed into business values and implement Operational Profile in product & sprint backlog phase?

Through this question, it had investigated the overall impact on project's time, when the scrum team further sub-divided features into business value and implementing the operational profile in a product and sprint backlog phase. The analysis shows that if we decomposed the features into the operational profile and business value, the overall project time to market would decrease. The respondents indicated that implementing the operational profile adds more value to increase productivity. Because implementation of the operational profile has a positive impact on the performance of a developer because, if a proper guidance is given to the developers at the start; it will have a positive effect on their performance and thus consequently reducing the overall development time. According to the feedback of (30 %) respondents, the total time to market the product will increase. This is due to the inclusion of the operational profile because Scrum is a lightweight process, adding operational profile will make it heavier and more time consuming, and thus the essence of using the agile process model will be lost. 10 % respondents indicated that implementing the operational profile will not affect on time to market because according to their experience, the focus is the execution of user stories and they use different tools that automatically check the dependencies among the user stories. Major feedback showed that implementing the operational profile in product backlog and sprint backlog phase has a positive impact to decrease the overall time to market of developing new software through the proposed model.

T2. What is the impact of implementing the operational profile on overall project time, if later change in code or major bugs fixed?

This question was designed to check the overall impact of the change in the code and fixation of major bugs on the project time. According to 70 % respondents, the time to market will decrease, if implementing operational profile is developed and followed, and a major bug fix is required. According to the feedback, there are many tools available that can handle the code level dependency, but an implementing operational profile can better manage the change in requirement, especially in a case where the development team is changed, i.e., old team members leave the organization, and new members join the development team. In this scenario, implementing operational profile will serve as a better tool for developers to fix the problem or enhance the functionality of the system within minimum possible time. According to feedback from some respondents, they feel that they can better judge the critical user stories through implementing operational profile. According to one respondent the fixation of defect which is detected late and the project is...
a large-scale project may cost hundreds or thousands of dollars, so he agreed to develop the implementing operational profile at the beginning and appreciated the inclusion of this list in Scrum. Similar was a response of another expert that creation of implementing operational profile at the beginning saves a lot of time and maintenance cost, according to him this was because implementing the operational profile is a pattern to carry out functions that are mostly used or critical for successful completion of the project. According to two respondents, implementing the operational profile helps the developers to handle later change in code or when a major bug fix is required. 30% responded indicated that they are aware of the critical user stories and they have the knowledge and expertise to handle the changes that occur late in the development cycle or major bugs that are detected late. Hence, from the above feedback, it can be inferred that inclusion of implementing operational profile reduces the development time and consequently time to market.

T3. What is the effect of following the software reliability strategy in the early phase of defining product and sprint planning meeting phase?

The objective of this question was to check the impact of software reliability by following the reliability strategies in early phase and sprint planning meeting. The analysis showed that by developing the reliability strategy in the initial phase and sprint planning, meeting decreases time to market. Because in second or next iteration this strategy helps the developers to handle the critical features better. Some Scrum experts share that, if critical features are identified in an early phase, it allows the Scrum developers to emphasize on these features. 20 % respondents said that time to market the product would increase. Because Scrum is a lightweight process and adding these steps in the early phase of the Scrum process, maximize the efforts of the developers that will increase the time to market. 20 % Scrum experts also share their experience that Scrum is a lightweight process and Scrum experts have cross-functional skills, so they need a new role that handles these tasks. Hence, it can be concluded that addition of software reliability strategy in the early phase of defining product and the sprint-planning meeting will decrease the time to market.

T4. What is the impact on total duration of the project, if we properly follow the testing strategies at the beginning of the product backlog and Sprint backlog phase through implementing the operational profile?

Through this question, the objective was to investigate the effect on the overall project time, if the testing strategies are followed adequately at the beginning of the product backlog and sprint backlog phase using implementing operational profile. The results show that after proper implementation of testing strategies at an early phase of product backlog and sprint backlog phase, time to market will decrease. This answer was given by 50% of the respondents. According to the industry experts, this is because when the testing strategy is added at the beginning, the developers are able to execute the most frequent operations; this consequently reduces the overall project time. This also increases the customer satisfaction as most of the critical functions are tested at an early stage of development. According to three respondents, implementing operational profile helps the developers to plan test cases for most vital operations. 30% respondents share their experience that different testing tools are used to check the dependencies among the features or operations so this change may have no impact. An important point to note is that tools do not elaborate and identify the critical or most frequently executed operations. One respondent indicated that they have an independent quality assurance team that handles testing related issues at the beginning. According to 20%, respondent’s time to market will increase if testing strategies are executed at the beginning with the help of implementing operational profile.

From the above results, it can be inferred that implementing the operational profile has a positive impact on the project’s time and the overall time of the project will be reduced, and the reliability will be improved. Additionally, it was seen that by following the testing strategies at the beginning of the product backlog phase and sprint backlog phase, customer satisfaction is increased and the overall time to market is decreased. The combined frequencies have been presented as shown in Figure 4.
ANALYSIS OF COST TO MARKET QUESTIONS

C1. What effects on project cost, when following proper engineering just right reliability at the define product phase and in sprint planning meeting phase?

Through this question, we wanted to investigate the impact on the overall project Cost, if engineering just right reliability, are followed at the beginning of the product backlog phase and in sprint planning meeting phase. The results show that proper implementation of the engineering just right reliability at early phases of defining product phase and sprint planning meeting phase will decrease overall project cost because Scrum developers emphasize more on critical or most frequently used features. By adding it in Scrum process, maximum test scenarios are checked on critical or most frequently used functions, and in the second iteration, it is checked that objective set regarding reliability are achieved in the first phase or not. Additionally, this helps in better planning for coming releases. The average cost to market is 10%, and higher cost to market is 10% because its take more developer's time of development to the engineering concerns regarding reliability in the early phase of development. Hence, by following the “engineering just right reliability” will decrease the overall cost of the project and reducing the chance of failure.

C2. What is the impact of implementing the operational profile on overall project cost, if later change in code or major bugs fixed?

This question was designed to check the overall impact of changes in the code and fixation of major bugs on the project cost. In this question, the objective was to see the effect of decomposed requirements in to implement the operational profile on overall project cost, if later change in code or major bugs fixed. The results show that if the requirements are decomposed into an operational profile that better handle the later change in code. Because in the current Scrum development process, there is no producer to handle the later change in code. According to 30% respondents, the developing application cost will increase because implementing the operational profile is overhead to Scrum experts.

C3. What effects on the overall cost of the project that includes maintaining cost after implementation of an operational profile in product backlog phase and sprint backlog phase?

In this question, we wanted to investigate the impact on overall project cost, if executing operational profile in product backlog and sprint backlog phase. After analysis of collected data, it is found that after implementing the operational profile in product backlog and sprint backlog phase, customer satisfaction will be increased, and overall project cost will be decreased. Because in later development iteration the Scrum team gets help from that operational profile to maintain software in a better manner. The operational profile gave a better view of the developer to maintain the coding relevant issue through that operational profile. 20% respondents give their belief that the operational profile increase cost of the project because the operational profile adds more effort and resources to the project.

C4. Which type of result occurs, when we decomposed the features into the operational profile and adding reliability features to those operations that are most critical or most frequently execute operations?

The purpose of this question was to check the impact on overall project cost if implemented operational profile that handles the dependencies and complexities among the requirements and handles which operations are more critical or more frequently executed. The analysis showed that after creating the operational profile that manages the dependencies and complexities among the requirements, the overall project cost would be decreased. According to respondents, it is easy to judge the critical and more frequently executed operations through implementing the operational profile, consequently having a high impact on business value. If these critical operations contain errors that arise due to miscommunication by the client, then it can severely affect the project’s time and increase the maintenance cost of the project. Implementing the operational profile at the beginning provides test scenarios to be executed at the start, which helps us to avoid the problems at the later stage of development. It is
important to mention that implementing operational profile also indicates which operations are more critical or most frequently executed; this maximizes the customer satisfaction. The combined frequencies have been presented as shown in Figure 5.

**Table 2: The mean, standard deviation and variance on C1, C2, C3, C4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>.657</td>
<td>1.124</td>
<td>.410</td>
<td>.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>.432</td>
<td>1.263</td>
<td>.168</td>
<td>.221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: The mean, standard deviation and variance on T1, T2, T3, T4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>.688</td>
<td>.940</td>
<td>1.046</td>
<td>.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>.474</td>
<td>.884</td>
<td>1.095</td>
<td>.800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Chi-Square Tests on C1,C2,C3,C4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Square</td>
<td>19.600</td>
<td>8.800</td>
<td>7.200</td>
<td>3.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig.</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5: Chi-Square Tests on T1, T2, T3, T4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Square</td>
<td>7.600</td>
<td>3.200</td>
<td>2.400</td>
<td>2.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig.</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.494</td>
<td>.247</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above results and discussion, it is found that if features are decomposed to be operationally focused and business valued, the overall project cost decreases. In Scrum practices, changing requirement is a baseline assumption. The implementation of operational profile explains what the customer wants. There are different tools available that describe the dependencies among the user stories, but these tools do not identify the most critical and more frequently executed user stories. In Scrum practices, change in code or major bugs fixed will result in a ripple impact on applications that have a high impact on cost using operational profile, by using our integration this effect will be minimized. The analysis shows that after creating the operational profile, that handles the dependencies and complexities among the requirements, will decrease overall project cost and time. Implementing operational profile also indicates which operations are more critical or most frequently executed, which maximizes the customer satisfaction.

When the requirements are decomposed into an operational profile that handles the dependencies between the requirements and later changes in code, maximum test cases are developed for critical and most frequently executed operations. The overall results show that decomposition of features into operational profile, proper implementing the software reliability concerns at an early phase of defining product phase, and sprint planning meeting phase will decrease the overall cost of the developing new applications.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS**

Scrum process models lack support for the reliability engineering process. The main finding of this research has integrated Scrum process model using software reliability engineering practices. A Survey has been conducted through a questionnaire, which shows that overall performance of the Scrum team increases by adding the reliability concerns in the Scrum process.
reliability concerns maximize the reliability of the product and fewer chances of the occurrence of errors. Therefore, it also decreases the overall cost of the product, but it increases the time of first few releases. In a later version, it reduces the total time to market.

The survey, conducted by industrial software experts showed a positive attitude towards our work, and it has been an excellent source of admiration and motivation for us. The survey results are almost positive with respect to time, cost, and efforts in applying reliability concerns in agile based organizations. From industry, collected facts researchers concluded that by adding reliability concerns in Scrum reduce the overall cost of the project and decrease time to market. Experts also shared new dimensions and thoughts to extend this work that will continue the evolution of Scrum based software development improvement and extensibility. Though Scrum team’s survey was quite helpful to conclude the extended scrum process, the empirical study still remains to be carried out in order to measure extended Scrum process validity. In this regard, we need to gather empirical data on a few agile products built using extended Scrum process. Moreover, this arises further many research directions, i.e., which measurements need to be done to support this model, how does the model perform in a real-world industry setting, how much empirical findings match with the industry expert opinions found in this research?
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